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ABSTRACT
In order to achieve the goal of "precise investment" and
promote the company's operating income and the level of
investment management, an improved BP neural network
prediction model for project investment conversion is
proposed. With fusion of massive online and offline basic
data, and generating the model sample data sets, an
improved forward BP neural network prediction model is
established. When handling the correction error, an
additional momentum is added dynamically to adjust the
momentum learning rate, so as to speed up the
convergence. Based on the predicted project final
amount, the rate of project investment conversion can be
obtained, and also the probability of predicted value
occurrence. The actual test results show that the
predicted project final amounts basically fit very well
with the actual values, the Mean Absolute Percentage
Error is 3.96%..

INTRODUCTION
The investment conversion rate is the ratio between the
final investment amount and the planned investment
amount of a project. Effective assets are the "lifeline" of a
company. If the investment conversion rate of the project
is low, the investment of power grid construction is
inaccurate and the utilization rate of investment cost is
low, the company's operating income will be affected. It
is necessary to focus on the investment conversion rate of
the project in order to achieve the goal of "precise
investment" in power grid investment, and to improve the
company's reasonable income and the level of investment
management.
The investment conversion rate of the project is closely
related to the project type, the planned investment
amount and the design change amount. However, the
specific correlation coefficient is not clear. It is a typical
non-linear prediction problem, which is usually difficult
to describe with a simple mathematical model. At present,
there are relatively few studies on the prediction of the
investment conversion rate of the project. Papers [1-2]
analysed the problems encountered in the final accounts
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management of power grid engineering projects and the
reasons for the lag. Papers [3-5] proposed the research of
the project costs prediction model based on BP neural
network. The importance of predicting the investment
conversion rate has not been valued.
This paper proposed an investment conversion
forecasting model based on improved BP neural network.
This method can predict the final project investment
amount about 80 days in advance when the project is
completed. The investment conversion rate and its
probability can be further obtained. For the project with a
low predicted investment conversion rate, it will be
helpful for early warning, timely analysis of fund
deviation degree in all links of the whole project process.
It will be also meaningful to analyse the main reasons
affecting the investment conversion rate and the degree of
influence, especially in the aspects of preliminary design
depth, fluctuation of material prices and reduction of
project volume. Timely adjustment of investment plans
for similar projects can effectively improve the
investment conversion rate, achieve the precise
investment of the constructions in power grid and
improve the level of investment management.

PREDICTION ANALYSIS OF PROJECT
INVESTMENT CONVERSION
The research and analysis process of the investment
conversion rate prediction model based on improved BP
neural network is shown in figure 1.

Fig.1 The analysis process of the investment
conservation prediction model

1) Data information integration: data cleaning and data
normalization and encoding for online and offline
project datasets are carried out.

2) Create prediction model: the correlation coefficients
between the input variables and the final project
investment amount are calculated for the cleaned
dataset, and the input variables are determined based
on correlation coefficients. The prediction model is
established by BP neural network.

3) Data result processing: based on the predicted final
investment amount, the predicted investment
conversion rate is then calculated. The predicted
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results are evaluated, and the interval of the
predicted value and the probability of accuracy are
estimated.

DATA INFORMATION INTEGRATION
The historical data of completion projects of five major
categories including industrial expansion, OEM, housing
support, infrastructure and productive technological
renovation are obtained through online ERP system, PMS
2.0 system and offline project registration form of
2016~2018. The cleaned data sets are created after data
integration, data cleaning, data normalization and
encoding etc.

Data Cleaning
Data cleaning includes eliminating invalid and duplicate
data, missing value detection and filling, outlier treatment
and so on. According to the information of the project
registration form, data cleaning process is as following:
1) Projects which cancelled and unfinished are

removed
2) Duplicated project information is eliminated

according to the project accounts, and only the latest
year project information is retained

3) Missing value are filled by the real value or
approximate value, the data filling methods are as
shown in Table 1.

4) Outlier treatments are carried out through the self-
defined rules.

Table 1 data filling method
Null Value Filling Method

Project Investment Sum of Budget Estimates for
Subprojects

Mapping Budget
Amount Mapping Contract Amount

Cable Budget
Amount

Cable Project Approval Estimate
Amount

Data Normalization and Encoding
Data normalization mainly includes the unit of
investment amounts, project types, names of construction
companies, etc. Data encoding is mainly to digitalize
non-numerical information such as construction
companies, project properties and so on. The methods of
data encoding are shown in Table 2.

Table 2 data encoding
Decoded
Value

Construction
Company

Project
Properties

Design
Company

1 Construction
Company 1

Industrial
Expansion

Design
Company 1

2 Construction
Company 2 OEM Design

Company 2

3 Construction
Company 3

Housing
Support

Design
Company 3

4 …… …… ……

CREATE PREDICTION MODEL
Neural network has the advantages of strong
generalization ability [6], self-adaptive ability, robustness
and fault-tolerance. It can fully approximate any complex
non-linear relationship. It can also learn and adapt
uncertain systems, can accurately predict for new data set.
Therefore, this paper proposed to use the self-learning
ability of BP neural network and approximate arbitrary
non-linear relationship to predict the project investment
conversion rate [7]. Because the traditional neural network
algorithm lacks the accumulated experience value of the
neural network, the learning efficiency is low and the
convergence speed is slow. In this paper, when handling
the correction error, an additional momentum is added
dynamically to adjust the momentum learning rate, so
that the accumulated experience value can be fully
utilized to improve the learning efficiency and accelerate
the convergence speed.

Variable Correlation Analysis
Firstly, the input variables are selected as many as
possible, and the correlation coefficients between input
variables and output variables are calculated by Pearson
correlation coefficient formula. Then, the input variables
of the neural network prediction model are determined
according to the correlation coefficient values to control
the complexity of the network.
Pearson correlation coefficient formula is as follows:

(1)
The greater the absolute value of the correlation
coefficient, the stronger the correlation between two
variables.
The Pearson correlation coefficients between input
variables and the final investment amount are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3 The coefficients between input variables and the
final investment amount

Correlation
Coefficient Input Variables

0.7above

Project Type, Investment
Amount, Design Change Amount,
Overhead Budget Amount, Cable
Budget Amount, Calandria Tube

Budget Amount, Substation Budget
Amount

0.3~0.7 Mapping Budget Amount,
Completion Month,

0.2~0.3

Construction Company, Design
Company, Supervision Company,
Surveying And Mapping Company,
Auditing Company, Project Manager
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Considering the fitting degree and complexity of the
investment conversion rate prediction model, project type,
investment amount, design change amount, overhead
budget amount, cable budget amount, calandria tube
budget amount, substation budget amount, mapping
budget amount and completion month are selected as the
input variables of the model, and the output variable is
final investment amount.

Model Construction and Parameter Tuning
BP neural network can fit any finite input-output
mapping relationship with only one hidden layer. The
number of hidden layer nodes (Hidden Layer Node
Numbers, HLNN) does not have a unified formula. It
usually tends to lead to complex computation and slow
convergence speed with too many HLNs, while too few
HLNs will easily lead to local minima in training.
Therefore, HLNs often need to be measured and
determined according to samples. According to R.P.
Lippmann's HLNN estimation formula [8], HLNN is
calculated as 2, and according to the initial HLNN
empirical formula [9], HLNN is 8, so HLNN can be
selected in the range [2,8]. Finally, the number of hidden
layer nodes is adjusted based on the validation set and
MSE, the optimal HLNN is determined as 5.
In order to avoid over-fitting, Tansig non-linear function
is used in the transformation function, and cross-
validation test method is used in the model training.
Firstly, the input data are normalized, then the weight and
variance of the neural network are adjusted by gradient
descent algorithm, and the calculation is iterated
continuously by error back propagation until the expected
error is satisfied or the maximum number of iterations is
reached. The structure of the optimal investment
conversion prediction model is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2 The structure of the optimal investment conversion
prediction model

R-Squared(R2) is often used to measure the goodness of
fit of the prediction models. It compares the degree of
fitness of the predicted results with the actual values.
R-Squared formula is as follows:

(2)
�� is the actual value, �� is the predicted value, �� is the
mean of the actual values. R2 ranges from 0 to 1. The
greater the value, the better goodness of the fit of the
prediction model. When R2 is equal to 0, it indicates the
prediction model is very poor, it likes a guessing. While
R2 is equal to 1, it indicates that the prediction model is
the best with no deviation. The 10-fold cross validation
test results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 The cross-validation test results
Fold R-Squared
Fold01 0.9470
Fold02 0.9929
Fold03 0.9322
Fold04 0.9910
Fold05 0.9155
Fold06 0.9861
Fold07 0.9730
Fold08 0.9553
Fold09 0.9972
Fold10 0.9995

DATA RESULT PROCESSING
The predicted investment conversion rate can be
calculated by the project investment amount and the
predicted final investment amount, and its calculation
method is shown in formula.

investment conversion rate=100%* predicted final
investment amount/ project investment amount （3）

Based on the historical data of the project final
investment amounts, the average error of investment
conversion rate is calculated as the standard error. The
range of investment conversion rate is as follows:
[Predicted investment conversion rate - standard error,
predicted investment conversion rate + standard error],
and the average accuracy of historical investment
conversion rate data in the range is calculated as the
probability of the occurrence of this forecast value.

MODEL APPLICATION
After the project is completed, nine items of project
information are input into the investment conservation
prediction model. The predicted final investment amount
can be output. Figure 3 shows the relationship between
the actual and predicted values of the project final
investment amount of the test set.
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Fig.3 the project final investment amount
actual vs predicted char

From figure 3, we can see that the predicted final
investment amounts are very close to the actual values.
The R-Squared is 0.998 that shown the prediction model
has good predictive capability for the new data.
Based on Formula (1), the predicted investment
conversion rate can be calculated. The relationship
between the predicted and actual value of the project
investment conversion rate of the test set is shown in
figure 4.

Fig.4 the project investment conversion rate
actual vs predicted chart

From figure 4, we can see that the predicted values of the
project investment conversion rate basically fit very well
with the actual values. The Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE) of the project investment conversion rates
is 3.96%. Based on the historical data of the project final
investment amounts, the range of investment conversion
rate and the probability of predicted value occurrence can
be further obtained. Taking project 6 as an example, the
actual investment conversion rate is 83.76%, and the
predicted investment conversion rate is 84.45%%. Based
on historical data, the range of investment conversion rate
is estimated as [80.49%,88.41%], then the prediction
accuracy is calculated as 96.7%.

CONCLUSION
This paper presented a prediction model which can
effectively solve the problem of non-linear prediction of
project investment conservation. It can effectively control
the average investment conversion rate in more than 90%.
The additional momentum added to the model when
calculating the correction error can dynamically adjust
the momentum learning rate, and make full use of the
accumulated experience value. Therefore, it can improve
the learning efficiency and accelerate the convergence
speed. According to the prediction model, early warning
can be given to the projects with the low predicted
investment conversion rate. It will be helpful to timely
analyse the main reasons affecting the investment
conversion rate and then to adjust the investment amounts
of similar projects in advance. Finally, it will realize the
“precise investment” and improve the investment
management level of the company.
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